Perfection in Polishing

Helping You Get Ahead

Mission

For us, success means meeting
the very highest standards: yours
We develop innovative formulas and optimize our polishing
methods to give you perfect results every time. Our solutions
offer outstanding value for money and are sustainable – and
make your industrial and manual applications a success.
We have been pursuing our quest for Perfection in Polishing
since 1888. Thanks to our expertise and R & D investment,
we are the technological pacesetter in the industry.

Dr. Tilo Franz
CEO
R&D, Production, and Commercial Services

Stefan Sulzmaier
CEO
Sales and Marketing

“We develop and manufacture polishing
compounds for industrial applications –
and put the sparkle into our customers’
polishing processes.”

Polishing technology for pros

Our unwavering focus on polished surfaces is the cornerstone of our success, giving

Our absolute focus on industrial
polishing solutions makes us unique.

understand industrial polishing inside out and meet market requirements in fine style

rise to innovative polishing compounds for virtually any application and material. We
by working hand in hand with our suppliers and customers. What’s more, we operate
around the world thanks to a high-performance distribution network.

Specialist

Research and Development

Large-Scale Production

Special Formulas

Process Development

Industry Expertise

Automotive Expertise

Specialists develop highperformance formulas using
cutting-edge lab technology.

Complex batch production with
outstanding quality and punctuality,
based on in-depth knowledge of
process engineering.

With hundreds of specially
developed formulas, we offer
tailor-made products for any
task and any surface.

We not only offer the perfect polishing
compound for any application, but
also help you brush up your polishing
processes.

When it comes to industrial polishing,
cost-effectiveness takes center stage
alongside the quality of the finish.

We offer just the right solution for car
manufacturers, automotive suppliers and
mechanics – whatever the application
and whatever the job at hand.
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We look at the big picture –
and go into the details
Thanks to intensive research and development, we
continuously redefine the limits of what’s possible.

Specialists develop high-performance formulas using cuttingedge lab technology. We work hand in hand with the suppliers
of the raw materials, enabling us to devise the best formula for
each and every application. We analyze and optimize polishing
processes in the Menzerna technical center, where new formulas
are fine-tuned to meet the needs of all kinds of materials and
applications in test after test. Before new developments can enter
series production, they are put through their paces in realistic
conditions at the Menzerna technical center. Every single batch
undergoes stringent testing before it leaves the factory.

Research
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Top performance is our standard
Thanks to our state-of-the-art, certified, and precisely controlled
production of large batches, we can guarantee outstanding product
quality and exceptional value for money.
Our unfailingly excellent production quality and punctuality is based on our in-depth
knowledge of process engineering, not to mention our flair for craftsmanship and lean
management methods. By precisely organizing our production operations into carefully
considered and validated processes, we can ensure consistent product properties and
therefore consistent polishing results.

Performance
ISO Certification
Two ISO certifications pay testament to the high-performing and efficient structure of our production operations,
with our quality management system meeting the criteria of DIN EN ISO 9001 and our energy management system
satisfying the requirements of DIN EN ISO 50001.

Surfaces –
the passion for perfection
Perfection is when the finish satisfies
the requirements to the letter, whether
functional or aesthetic.

Perfection
Perfectly polished surfaces are highly sought after in a variety of
applications. With hundreds of specially developed formulas, we
always offer just the right solution. We are equally at home with
aluminum, brass, and stainless steel as we are with precious
metals, varnished woods, and plastic. As the requirements of
polishing compounds are as diverse as your areas of application,
we offer tailor-made products for every task and every surface –
and we optimize the polishing processes involved, too.

Expertise

Industrial polishing –
validated and cost-effective
On behalf of industrial companies, we develop polishing compounds and
processes that reliably and cost-effectively deliver perfect results.
When it comes to industrial polishing, the efficiency of the polishing process takes
center stage alongside the specified quality of the finish. By analyzing process
data, we are able to identify potential savings in manual and automated polishing
processes. That’s why our application-specific formulas not only ensure the perfect
end result on all surfaces, but also work in harmony with the rest of the process to
deliver cost-effectiveness and reliability. As a result, industrial customers benefit
from tailor-made solutions.

The Menzerna product range for industrial
customers covers nonferrous metals, paints,
and stainless steel – and includes solid
compounds and emulsions for any situation.

The most cost-effective solution
for any industrial application
Consistently high-quality finishes combined with costeffective consumption figures – across all areas of industry.

Process Reliability
The following industries, to name a few, benefit from our expertise:
Bathroom fittings

Household goods		

Furniture

Jewelry 		

Musical instruments

Consumer electronics

Maritime

Flawless finishes transform everyday objects into exquisite luxury items,
with Menzerna polishing compounds cutting turnaround times, material
consumption, and reject rates.

Work with an expert in
process development

We also offer process support. In other words, we not only offer the perfect polishing compound
for all applications, but also help you polish up your polishing processes. We use proven methods
to determine the most cost-effective solution for your application and clearly illustrate interdepen
dent factors. Using precise data and measurement techniques, we strike the perfect balance

With data collection and analysis, it’s
possible to spot room for improvement.

between all your process criteria and, on request, would be happy to help your staff get new
processes up and running. As a result, you benefit from perfect finishes that are produced in a
reliable and cost-effective way.

Focused

Systematic

SERVICES

PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT

COST
OPTIMIZATION

EVALUATION OF
INVESTMENT
DECISIONS

EXAMPLES

Defining process parameters
for new workpieces/processes

Determining the service
life of polishing rings and
abrasive belts

Assessing the profitability
of automated sanding
and polishing equipment

Optimization of process
parameters in existing
processes

Superior finish

Increased productivity

Lower reject rates

Lower costs for
consumables

More consistent sanding
and polishing processes

STRUCTURING
THE PROJECT

TESTING

RESULTS

The issues
and objectives
associated with
the project are
defined at an
initial consultation
or workshop.

A detailed letter of
proposal is prepared
that includes project
planning with the
proposed approach,
costs, milestones,
and schedules.

The key indicators
are determined by
means of testing
in the Menzerna
technical center.

The measurement data is used
to draw up proposed courses of
action, which are then applied
to the customer’s production
operations. The results are
documented in a final report.

Reduced cycle times

Comparative tests of sanding
and polishing compounds

BENEFITS

CLARIFYING
THE PROJECT

A solid basis for
investment decisions

Less time spent on testing,
thus easing the pressure

The Menzerna “fingerprint process”
Our fingerprint process unlocks the secret of what makes your
production process unique – and enables maximum efficiency.
We use inline measurements to understand the effects of each
and every parameter – material, nature, and quantity of the
polishing compound, polishing time, downforce, and type of
polishing tool – on the final result. We take the insights gained
and use them to formulate recommendations for optimizing the
polishing processes.

Cost-Effectiveness

Expertise

Unbeatable expertise for the automotive
industry and aftermarket professionals
Our vast range for the automotive industry offers the right
solution for every application and task.
Cars are a source of excitement and fascination, especially when they shine in all
their glory. That’s why we’re on hand with an extensive and sophisticated product
range that helps refine, polish, care for, repair, and protect vehicles. Precisely
tailored to the needs and challenges of professional users in industry and manual
trades, Menzerna polishing compounds and accessories unite optimum results with
speedy processing and thrifty material consumption. Our automotive polishing
compounds are the first choice for manufacturers, suppliers, and mechanics alike.

Our broad range of automotive
products has just the ticket for
all applications, from high-abrasion
polishes through to long-lasting
sealants. Did we mention that you
also save time and money with
structured processes?

High-performance polishing compounds
for any car-related challenge
We know the applications of the automotive industry like the
back of our hand – and meet their requirements to the letter.

Industry Expertise
Whether you’re searching for a fully automated way to polish
aluminum trims or need to make imperfections in clear coat
vanish by hand, professionals will always find the perfect solution
in our vast automotive range. The systematically coordinated
products deliver cost-effective polishing processes with brilliant
and long-lasting results.

The following sectors, to name a few, benefit from our expertise:
Automotive manufacturers

Automotive suppliers

Vehicle finishers

Paint shops/workshops

Trust
You can count on us.
Worldwide.

Our passion for your success:
the Menzerna principles.

People – not products or services – are the cornerstone of our success.

•

We are an innovative partner for our clients.

Our employees bring their expertise and passion to the table every single

•

We are an organization that never stops learning.

day to help you become even better. We have our sights set on the future

•

 enzerna is a fair employer that is committed to the satisfaction
M
and personal development of its people.

We set high standards for our suppliers, but they know they can rely on us.

•

We work responsibly and reliably with our suppliers and contractors.

Our customers value our reliability and our extensive portfolio. Thanks to

•

Our employees want to be the best and can share in the
success of the company.

•

We proactively protect the environment and assume
social responsibility.

•

 e grow profitably and continuously and cultivate new markets
W
on an ongoing basis, thus generating an appropriate return on
investment.

and never stop investing in cutting-edge technology, training, and research.

an international network of distributors and branch offices, we offer a speedy
and competent service across the globe.

Menzerna Middle East
(Belgrade)
Menzerna Headquarter
(Ötigheim)

Menzerna China
(Qingdao)

Perfection in Polishing

menzerna polishing compounds
GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestrasse 25
76470 Ötigheim, Germany
Phone: +49-7222-915-70
Fax: +49-7222-915-710
office@menzerna.de
www.menzerna.com

